
Essential: Reaffirm Who Others Are

As I walk around the mall doing the weekly shopping each Saturday, I see so many damaged people
which I identify in their eyes and their demeanour. They are either lost, forlorn, or, on the opposite side,
dominating, being aggressive and over-bearing. These people obviously don’t know who they are. If they
all knew that they are Father’s “gems” then their countenance would be entirely different.

What’s happened to them? 

Well, from the people I’ve interacted with on this topic, they’ve tried all their lives to find themselves,
trying one thing after  another  to  locate  it,  but  failing.  In their  failure they tried alcohol,  drugs,  sex,
relationships,  climbing  the  business  ladder,  getting  ‘hitched’,  etc.  to  kill  or  overcome  the  pain  not
knowing who they are. They’ve been trying to find the reality that fills a void inside them. They know
there’s something they need to connect with, but they don’t know what it is.

This need is hard-wired into us as humans and it’s a deep drive that needs to be satisfied. No, it’s not the
‘God hole’ – that comes later on. It’s their identity. The prime question everyone asks early on in their life
is:  “Who am I?” This  is  followed later  on by,  “Why am I  here?” This  quest  for  identity  is  to  give
significance to ‘self’. Some people think it’s in their ‘roots’, their ancestry or their racial background, but
this is not it. Those who seek it there are not totally fulfilled.

Everyone needs to find their true identity as a child of God, or, they will spend much of their lives in
search of it not knowing what it is or where to find it. 

When I was 16 I was walking to the railway station to catch a train to Year 11 and I remember making an
inner vow that I would become a self-made man. I was the bottom of the pecking order at school, a reject,
a ‘nobody’, but I wanted to become a ‘somebody’. I didn’t have the affirmation of my father – the most
important component in the progress to manhood – so I decided I needed to work on it myself. This is not
God’s way, but I believe it protected me from going down the path of depression which could have led to
me drowning my pain in alcohol or drugs.

A few years later on in life I was on a farm during my jackeroo years when I was driving around the dirt
roads with a much older man in a Mini Minor van. He drove it like a rally driver and I was VERY
impressed. Later that day he ended up with sand in the brakes so when we got back to the property he
pulled them all apart and cleaned them properly. When he left us, I remember clearly hearing the farmer’s
wife expressing how impressed she was that this bloke was so capable. At that time I made another inner
vow that I would be multi-skilled, able to do anything, so that others would appreciate me. Unbeknown to
me, this was wanting ‘the approval of man’ which is part of a person’s quest for their identity.

Christians find identity in salvation, but that’s not it. It’s an inner knowing that Father is your dad and you
are his beloved son.

I remember the first time I had the revelation that I was a child of God. I was in the shower and all of a
sudden I knew, that I knew, that I knew who I was. I quietly and earnestly proclaimed, “I’m a child of
God. I’M A CHILD OF GOD”. It hit home at that point and I knew who I was. I was more stable from
that time on, but I wasn’t there completely. I was still a slave to Almighty God because religion and past
hurts kept my mind there. It wasn’t until I had received the Father Heart message from Jack Frost1 in the
1990s that I came closer to resting in my identity. Today, knowing that the Kingdom is already here and
that I am a beloved son, I genuinely know who I am – my true identity – and can put that quest to rest.

Everyone  needs  to  find  their  true  identity,  but  life  and  damage  caused  by  other  people  shifts  it  to
somewhere out there in the never-never2. Healing, along with knowledge of who we really are intended to
be, is required to find your identity and to be totally at peace in it.

1 – www.shilohplace.org
2 – The imaginary land of Peter Pan which is unobtainable for the ordinary person. Sparsely settled country in the northern and
western part of Queensland that is too far away to get to.

https://www.shilohplace.org/


The revelation I had dropped into my spirit recently was: We must reaffirm the identity of everyone we
interact with. This is essential to help bring them into a full understanding of their identity. The most
important people we need to do this with are our Kingdom brothers and sisters and our family members.
This is where we have the most impact (positively and negatively) and where we have some amount of
freedom to do it.

The biggest  issue is,  of  course,  not  to  be part  of  the process  of  keeping others  from realising  their
identity. Every word we say impacts others and is a cause for their progress or impairment in this quest.
We must totally cease speaking negativity into other people’s lives. Statements like: “you idiot”, “you
moron”, “you imbecile”, “you’re a black sheep”, “you’ll never amount to anything”, etc. all create hurts
in others that keep them from their identity.

Negativity takes a second to say, but it can take a lifetime to overcome.
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